Cambria and Laura Sinclair are a collaborating daughter/mother duo from De Pere WI. Cambria is in her senior year at UW-Stout majoring in Apparel Design with minors in Sustainability and Photography. While at Stout, Cambria conducted a research project on sustainable fabrics such as hemp, cotton and tensile as well as grew kombucha SCOBY fabric, which we hope to incorporate within our Elements collection for Illuminate. Cambria designs with an effort to reduce waste and negative effects on our planet. After Graduating in May, Cambria intends to continue onto Master’s school and pursue a career in high-fashion.

Laura works full time in higher education student services but enjoys being creative as often as she can. Her current artistic hobby is focused on ceramics. She loves to travel and experience nature and is looking forward to a backpacking trip this summer.

The family has been lifetime members of MREA for a number of years and we feel this project is a fresh way to inspire others.

Instagram:
cambria_sinclair

Website:
https://sinclaircambria.wixsite.com/csdesign

Article about Sustainable Fabric Research Project:

Laura and Cambria both have private Facebook pages. We would be happy to share MREA posts on our pages.
MREA 2004, Cambria (middle) ready to participate in the Rainbow’s End Parade with her brothers